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Introduction

The overall HEMERA-2020 project [A1] aims to provide the best balloon measurements. This requires a highly integrated
data and information management system. The project is composed by a coordinated set of networking activities, which
delivers improved balloon data across the infrastructure, as well as standard protocols for data generation and analysis.
The main objective is to make all the scientific and technological data collected during the flights accessible to the whole
European scientific community, upon request to the Data Centre (DC). The data centre will provide free access and
services for data archiving including higher level data products, links to large databases of past and ongoing scientific
balloon data projects, complemented with access to new data products, together with tools for quality assurance (QA),
data analysis and research.
The architecture of the DC is described in the deliverable D2.3.
Currently, the balloon-borne Data Centre is founded on two topical databases:

1.1.

•

Atmospheric balloon-borne database (https://cds-espri.ipsl.upmc.fr/BALLOON),

•

Astrophysical balloon-borne database (https://www.asi.it/eng/agency/bases/data-center).

Purpose of the document

This document aims to provide the result report of the data survey conducted to list the data sets existing in European
balloon borne data centres whether atmospheric or astrophysical data from past and ongoing balloon data projects. All
these data will be referenced in the HEMERA Data Centre. Data products measured and retrieved in HEMERA TAs and
JRAs will be taken into account and added to the results of this survey
With regard to access to research data, HEMERA-2020 will make the data and metadata available on the new website
DC. From this website, project members and external users will have access to both data and metadata.

1.2.

Intended readership

This deliverable is intended for use internally in the project and provides the result report of data survey to the project
partners responsible for the data collection.

1.3.

Document outline

The document consists of the following sections:

•
•
•
1.4.

Section 2 provides the list of the atmospheric data sets to take into account within HEMERA-2020 project,
Section 3 identifies astronomical data centres where links to data will be done,
Section 4 concludes this document.

Application area

The prime focus of this document will be on HEMERA-2020 Virtual Access (WP2), as specified in the HEMERA-2020
project document. [A1].

1.5.

Applicable documents and reference documents

Applicable documents
[A1] HEMERA-2020 project document
H2020 Grant 730970
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Abbreviations
ABBREVIATIONS
ASI
CNES
CNRS
IPSL
NILU
WP
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SIGNIFICATION
Agenzia Spaziale Italiana
Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique
Institut Pierre Simon Laplace
Norsk Institutt for LUftforkning
Workpackage
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Listing of the atmospheric data sets

The HEMERA Data Centre must reference as many existing data sets as possible. In order to fulfil this goal a survey of the
balloon-borne data sets within European balloon-borne data centres was achieved. In the atmospheric data fields, we
have identified five major data centres that disseminate these kinds of data. The result of the survey will be focussed on
the data sets delivered by these five data centres:
•

AERIS/ESPRI Data Centre (https://www.aeris-data.fr),

•

ACTRIS/NILU (Norwegian Institute for Air Research) Data Centre (http://actris.nilu.no/),

•

The CEDA (The Natural Environment Research Council's Data Repository for Atmospheric Science and Earth
Observation) archive (http://archive.ceda.ac.uk/),

•

EVDC - ESA atmospheric Validation Data Centre (https://evdc.esa.int/),

•

REFLECS/CNES (Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales) Data Site (http://reflecs.cnes.fr/).

A part these five data centres sites, a web site STRATOCAT (https://stratocat.com.ar/indexe.html) presenting the history
and present of the stratospheric balloons use in the field of science will be approached.

2.1.

Data sets from AERIS/ESPRI data centre

The « Atmosphere and Service Data Pole » AERIS has for objective to facilitate and enhance the use of atmospheric data
whether from satellites, ground, airplanes or balloons. For this, AERIS generates products from observations, but also
provide many support services for the use of data, help to conduct synergies, campaigns or interface with models
This data centre provides a compilation of experimental data obtained from balloon experiments supplied by French and
European partners of the HEMERA consortium:
‒ CNRS-LPC2E, France
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

CNRS-LATMOS, France
CNRS-LMD, France
CNRS-LOA, France
GSMA, Reims University, France
IAUG, Frankfurt, Germany
IUP, Heidelberg, Germany
KIT, Karlsruhe, Germany

The accurate data sets answering the needs of the HEMERA-2020 users are summarized in the table 1 below.
Table1: Listing of atmospheric balloon-borne data within AERIS/ESPRI data centre.

Experiment
Name

AMON

H2020 Grant 730970

Description

UV-visible spectrometer

Products

Temporal
coverage

Principal
Investigators

NO2, NO3, O3, OBrO, OClO,
Pressure, Temperature

1992 to 2003

J.B Renard
CNRS-LPC2E,
France
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Cavity ring-down
spectroscopy (Picarro)

CO2, CH4

2014 up to
now

O. Membrive
CNRS-LMD,
France

UV-visible spectrometer

NO2, O3

2009 & 2011

S. Kreycy
IUP, Heidelberg,
Germany

Cryogenic whole-airsamplers

N2O, CH4, CFC(X), HCFC(X),
CCl4 CH3CCl3, CH3Cl,
CH2Cl2, CHCl3, H(X), CH3Br,
CH2Br2, CHBr3, CH2BrCl,
CHBrCl2 CHBr2Cl, CO2, SF6,
CO, H2

DOAS

BONBON

2011

A Engel
IAUG, Frankfurt,
Germany

ELHYSA BSO
Frost point hygrometer

H2O, O3, Temperature

1989 to 2004

ELHYSA MIR

J. Ovarlez
CNRS-LMD,
France

J. Ovarlez
CNRS-LMD,
France

Frost point hygrometer

H2O, Pressure, Temperature

1991 to 1994

Frost point hygrometer

H2O, Temperature

2005, 2009,
2010 & 2011

G. Berthet
CNRS-LPC2E,
France

Super pressure Long
Duration Balloons

Meridional-wind, Zonalwind, Pressure, Tempera-

1971 to 1972

A Hertzog
CNRS-LMD,

ELHYSA2 BSO

EOLE
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ture

IASI_BALLOON
Spectroscopy by infra-red
transform of Fourier (FTIR)

CCL4, CFC11, CFC12, CH4,
CO, CO2, Dew-Point, H2O,
HNO3, N2, NO, NO2, O2,
O3, Pressure, Relative humidity, SO2, Temperature,
Wind-direction, Wind Velocity

Particles counter

AP (aerosols particles), pressure, temperature, Humidity

France

2001 to 2008

C. Camy-Peret
CNRS-IPSL,
France

LOAC
2014 to 2018

J.B. Renard
CNRS-LPC2E,
France

LPMA-DOAS
C. Camy-Peyet
CNRS-IPSL,
France

LPMA Fourier transform
interferometer and DOAS
UV-visible spectrometer

CH4, CO, ClONO2, H2O, HCl,
HF, HNO3, N2O, NO, NO2,
O3, Solar Flux

1995 to 2009

Radiometer

Aerosol extinction coefficient

2004 to 2009

C. Brogniez
CNRS-LOA,
France

Tuneable diode laser spectrometer

CH4, CO2, H2O, Pressure,
Temperature

2002 and
2004

G. Durry
E. Rivière
GSMA, Reims
Univ., France

Michelson Interferometer
for Passive Atmospheric
Sounding

HNO3, NO2, N2O5,
HO2NO2, ClONO2, ClO,
N2O, CH4, O3

S. Payan CNRSLATMOS France

MICRO-RADIBAL

MICRO-SDLA

MIPAS

H2020 Grant 730970

2011

H. Oelhaf
KIT, Karlsruhe,
Germany
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OFCEAS
D. Romanini,
CNRS-LAME,
France

Optical Feedback Cavity
Enhanced Spectroscopy

CH4, CO

Stratospheric long-duration
(super pressure) balloons

Meridional-wind, Zonalwind, Pressure, Temperature

2004 to 2006

UV-visible spectrometer

NO2, NO3, O3, OBrO, OClO,
Pressure, Temperature

1998 to 2006

J.B Renard,
CNRS-LPC2E,
France

UV-visible spectrometer

NO2, NO3, O3, OBrO, OClO,
BrO, aerosols, Pressure,
Temperature

2009 & 2011

G. Berthet,
CNRS-LPC2E,
France

UV-visible spectrometer

NO2, O3

1993 to 2006

F. Goutail
CNRS-LATMOS
France

UV-visible spectrometer

H2O, NO2, O3

2001 to 2004

J.P Pomereau
CNRS-LATMOS
France

1999 to 2003

G. Durry
E. Rivière
GSMA, Reims
Univ., France

RUMBA

2011

A Hertzog,
CNRS-LMD,
France

SALOMON

SALOMON-N2

SAOZ_BAL

SAOZ_MIR

SDLA_LAMA

Tuneable diode laser spectrometer

H2020 Grant 730970

H2O, Pressure, Temperature
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SPIRALE
Infrared Absorption Spectrometry by tunable diode
lasers

O3, CH4, OCS, CO, CH2O,
COF2, N2O, NO2, HNO3,
HCl, HOCl, H2O2, Pressure,
Temperature

Infrared spectrometer

CH4, N2O

Particles counter carried by
BSO balloons (Open Stratospheric Balloons)

AP (aerosols particles)

2001 to 2011

V. Catoire,
CNRS-LPC2E,
France

2011

C. Guimbaud,
CNRS-LPC2E,
France

1995 to 2011

J. B. Renard
CNRS-LPC2E,
France

SPIRIT

STAC

Fourier transform interferometer

CO2, CO, H2O, N2O, O3,
OCS

2009

Y. V. Te
CNRS-LERMA,
France
S. Payan
CNRS-LATMOS
France

Stratospheric long-duration
(super pressure) balloons

Meridional-wind, Zonalwind, Pressure, Temperature

2010

A Hertzog
CNRS-LMD,
France

SWIR

TSEN

All these twenty six experiments corresponding either to twenty six data sets will be added to the HEMERA atmospheric
data catalogue and the data and metadata disseminated through the HEMERA Data Centre.

2.2.

Data sets from ACTRIS/NILU data centre

ACTRIS is the European Research Infrastructure for the observation of Aerosol, Clouds and Trace Gases. NILU has in
charge of the ACTRIS data centre management. ACTRIS serves a vast community of users working on atmospheric
research, climate and Earth system and air quality models by offering high quality data and research infrastructure
services for atmospheric aerosols, clouds, and trace gases. Among all these data stored in ACTRIS, atmospheric balloonborne data are distributed; Kiruna being a main spot of balloon launches.
The figure 1 below illustrates the search page of ACTRIS data site. By selecting “Balloon” in the platform box, more than
85,000 data sets are found. By refining the selection to “Kiruna” location, a list of 92 data sets are listed (see in figure 2
below).
Only the accurate data sets answering the needs of the HEMERA-2020 users will be linked to the HEMERA data centre.
That corresponds to data sets measured from FTIR (Fourier transform interferometer) and UV-Visible spectrometer and
from the Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change (NDACC).
H2020 Grant 730970
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Figure 1: Illustration of the ACTRIS data search page, underlined in red the number of data sets related to balloon
platform.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the ACTRIS data search result page after refining the selection to Kiruna location.

2.3.

Data sets from the CEDA Archive

The CEDA Archive operated the atmospheric and earth observation data centre functions on behalf of NERC (Natural
Environment Research Council) for the UK atmospheric science and earth observation communities. It covers climate,
composition, observations data as well as various earth observation data sets, including airborne and satellite data and
imagery.
The CEDA Archive disseminates more than 250 balloon-borne atmospheric data sets and among them only 50 will
interest HEMERA users.
The list of the data sets collections are given below:

UTLS-Ozone THESEO: Balloon-borne Measurements from Kiruna, Sweden

European Arctic Stratospheric Ozone Experiment (EASOE): Airborne and Ground-Station Measurements of
Meteorological Parameters
All the data sets related to the THESEO and EASOE data collections will be linked to the HEMERA data centre, metadata
sheets will be built in order to populate the HEMERA data catalogue.

2.4.

Data sets from EVDC - ESA atmospheric Validation Data Centre

The ESA Atmospheric Validation Data Centre (EVDC) serves as a central, long-term repository in Europe for archiving and
exchange of correlative data for validation of atmospheric composition products from satellite platforms. EVDC builds on
the previous ENVISAT Cal/Val database system in operation at NILU since the early 2000s, and provides tools for
extraction, conversion and archival of a large amount of EO (Earth Observation) data. The objective of the EVDC is to
provide an online information system that supports users in managing and exploiting campaign data sets for Earth
Observation missions and applications. More than 121,046 balloon data sets are stored (Figure 3) within EVDC data
centre and disseminated.

H2020 Grant 730970
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Figure 3: Illustration of the EVDC data search page, underlined in red the number of data sets related to balloon
platform.
Few data sets available in EVDC data centre are in the scope of the HEMERA-2020 project but these data sets are very
relevant for the users’ community.
A list of the nature of these data sets are given in the table 2.

Table 2: Listing of atmospheric balloon-borne data within EVDC data centre interesting HEMERA user’s community.
Dataset

Index database

Online

Timeframe

Comment

NDACC

https://evdc.esa.int/search/

ongoing

Station PIs (contact nadirteam
for info)

NDACC RD

https://evdc.esa.int/search/

ongoing

Station PIs (contact nadirteam
for info)

SCOUT-O3

https://scout-tropical.nilu.no 2005-2006

Data available upon request to
nadirteam@nilu.no

Data sets from CAL/VAL balloon experiments are also available through the old NADIR data centre in NILU using the
ZARDOZ facility. Ann Mari Fjaeraa (amf@nilu.no) from NILU will be the point of contact to retrieve or have access to
these data sets.
All the data sets listed in the EVDC data centre will complement the HEMERA catalogue metadata and data entries.

2.5.

Data sets from REFLECS/CNES Data Site

REFLECS (REFerence catalogue of Long term CNES Scientific data) is a metadata repository that catalogues CNES missions
and data in which CNES has been involved. Metadata sheets give descriptive information about the referenced data, in
order to discover or search sets of data. This catalogue contains data relevant to all the scientific domains dealing with
space: Earth Observation, Space Sciences, Microgravity (Life Sciences and Condensed Matter Sciences), and thus is
destined to different scientific communities as well as general public.
H2020 Grant 730970
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REFLECS constitutes an invaluable resource to examine space missions over the long term with such a considerable
amount of data (over more than 30 years).
Balloon-borne data sets available in REFLECS data site are in the scope of the HEMERA-2020 project; these data sets are
very relevant for the users’ community.
A list of the nature of these data sets are given in the table 3.

Table 3: Listing of atmospheric balloon-borne data sets inventoried and available within REFLECS data site.
Experiment
name
AMON
AIRCORE
DOAS
BONBON
ELHYSA AIRCRAFT
ELHYSA BSO
ELHYSA MIR
ELHYSA 2 BSO
EOLE
LOAC
LPMA-DOAS
MICRO-RADIBAL
MICRO-SDLA
MIPAS
OFCEAS
RUMBA
SALOMON
SALOMON 2
SAOZ-BAL
SAOZ-MIR

CNES
Inventory
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

REFLECS
Data Site
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

Experiment

CNES
Inventory

SAOZ-LAMA
SPIRALE
SPIRIT
STAC
SWIR
TSEN
AMULSE
PICO-SDLA
SAWPHY
XENON
BE-COOL/BOLDAIR
SPECIES
MALBEC
VASCO
AMMA
HYMEX/BAMED
CHARMEX
CONCORDIASI
LPMA
IASI

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

REFLECS
Data Site
X

X

X

All these data sets will be integrated to the HEMERA data centre, metadata sheets will be built in order to populate the
HEMERA data catalogue.

2.6.

Data sets from STRATOCAT Data Site

StratoCat (Stratospheric and Catalogue) data site aims to document and make available through the internet, everything
related to the history, development and use of man's first aerial vehicle, both in scientific research, as well aerospace
activity.
StratoCat offers a key research tool for large segments of astronomy, astrophysics, atmospheric science and technology.
It corresponds to a unique database composed currently by more than 11.000 records. Along 60 fields of data each
record stores information on every stratospheric balloon launched since 1947, including information related to the
balloon itself, the kind of experiment transported and several others complementary data fields (see figure 4).

H2020 Grant 730970
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Figure 4: Illustration of the StratoCat detailed mission reports data page.

From these detail mission reports, it will be possible to complement our HEMERA data catalogue with metadata sheets
and data sets. Links to this web site will be available on the HEMERA data site.

2.7.

Data sets from HEMERA TAs and JRAs work packages

Data products measured and retrieved coming from experiments evaluated by HEMERA TAs and JRAs work packages will
be taken into account and added to the HEMERA data catalogue. These experiments will be held in next September 2019
and by the year 2020.

H2020 Grant 730970
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Identification of astrophysical data sets

In the astrophysical data fields, we have identified some international databases that disseminate these kinds of data.
The result of the survey is given in the following sections.

3.1.
-

Data sets from Space Agency databases
Data sets from High Energy Astrophysics Science Archive Research Center (HEASARC/NASA)

HEASARC (http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov) is the primary archive for NASA's (and other space agencies') missions studying
electromagnetic radiation from extremely energetic cosmic phenomena ranging from black holes to the Big Bang. The
HEASARC archive contains data obtained by high-energy astronomy missions observing in the extreme-ultraviolet (EUV),
X-ray, and gamma-ray bands, as well as data from space missions, balloons, and ground-based facilities that have studied
the relic cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation in the sub-mm, mm and cm bands.
HEASARC allows to search data archives and source catalogues simultaneously for several missions covering (X-ray, UV,
Opt, IR, and Radio). To discover the data sets a browse search engine (figure 5) permits to select data.

H2020 Grant 730970
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Figure 5: Illustration of the HEASARC browse search engine.
From this data centre, it will be possible to complement our HEMERA astronomical data catalogue with metadata sheets
and data sets. Links to this web site will be available on the HEMERA data site.

-

Data sets from European Astronomy Science Data Centre (ESDC/ESA - Madrid)

The ESAC Science Data Centre (ESDC: https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/esdc ), located at the European Space Astronomy
Centre (ESAC), provides services and tools to access and retrieve observations and data from ESA's space science
missions (astronomy and planetary science). The majority of ESA's space science mission archives are developed and
maintained by the ESDC, in coordination with the science operations centres. A lot of astronomy science data archives
are available through this data centre as the figure 6 shows as well as the figure 7 for the planetary science data archives.

Figure 6: Snapshot of the ESDC Science data page as regards the Astronomy Science Archives data.

H2020 Grant 730970
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Figure 7: Snapshot of the ESDC Science data page as regards the Planetary Science Archive data.
Few data sets available in ESDC data centre are in the scope of the HEMERA-2020 project but these data sets are very
relevant for the users’ community. These metadata and data will be complement the HEMERA-2020 data catalogue.

-

Data sets from REFLECS/CNES data site (Toulouse)

As atmospheric data sets, REFLECS (http://reflecs.cnes.fr/) constitutes an invaluable resource to examine astrophysical
missions over the long term with such a considerable amount of data (over more than 30 years). A list of the nature of
these missions is given in the figure 8.

Figure 8: List of astrophysical missions available through REFLECS data site.
H2020 Grant 730970
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As example of these missions:
- The PILOT payload in Timmins (Canada) launched by CNES in September 2015. The aim is to measure the
intensity of far IR radiation of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) in two polarizations to better assess the
content of dust in the galaxy and to characterize the magnetic field and its role with a view of seeking primordial
gravitational waves generated just after the Big Bang. It will fly again in 2017.
- The FIREBALL experiment launched in 2017 from the US. This balloon-borne telescope, designed to detect the
intergalactic medium in emission, was developed as part of a cooperation between Caltech, the University of
Columbia and the Laboratoire d'Astrophysique de Marseille (LAM).
The relevant metadata and data from REFLECS data site will be linked to the HEMERA-2020 data catalogue.

-

Data sets from Space Science Data Centre (ASDC/ASI - Roma)

The SSDC (https://www.ssdc.asi.it), a facility of the Italian Space Agency (ASI) is a multi-mission science operations, data
processing and data archiving centre that provides support to several scientific space missions. The SSDC allows to search
data archives and source catalogues simultaneously for several missions covering (X-ray, UV, Opt, IR, and Radio MW). To
discover the data sets a browse search engine (figure 9) permits to select data.

Figure 9: Illustration of the SSDC browse search engine.

H2020 Grant 730970
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Example of other stratospheric balloon missions designed under the responsibility of ASI:
- The DUSTER stratospheric balloon experiment launched in 2008. DUSTER's aim is to detect the properties of
stratospheric dust and aerosols, to determine the presence of extra-terrestrial dust and derive different parent
processes and effects on stratospheric physical and chemical status. It was designed to fly multiple times at
different latitudes.
- The OLIMPO mission is a long-duration balloon mission designed to study clusters of galaxies and was launched
in 2014. OLIMPO’s aim is to study the cosmic microwave background and early galaxies. The extended frequency
coverage of OLIMPO allows for accurate measurements of the Cosmic Microwave Background anisotropies and
of the Cosmic Infrared Background produced by early galaxies, thus opening a new window on cosmic evolution
of star-forming galaxies.
ASI data centre provides also a catalogue of spectrophotometric standard stars characterized by high precision and
accuracy. It is associated to a specific web site to flash new sources. The related database stored a compilation of
experimental data obtained from balloon experiments supplied by INAF (Italy). This database will be linked to HEMERA2020 data centre.

-

Data sets from Istituto Astrofisica e Planetologia Spaziali (IAPS/INAF - Roma)

A key component of the INTEGRAL operations is the Galactic Plane Scanning (GPS) project (http://gps.iaps.inaf.it),
developed by IAPS/INAF INTEGRAL team. This program contributes to a wealth of discoveries of new sources in the hard
X-ray band, a large fraction of which are highly transient. It allows the regular monitoring of known systems and
dramatically enhances the chances of discovering new ones. Continued observations along the Galactic Plane will
provide a more uniform and longer baseline monitoring of the sources already discovered (variability and recurrence
being key diagnostic parameters) and high probability of new source detection.
The data are public and light-curves and images of all hard X-ray sources observed from the beginning of INTEGRAL
mission are accessible from the INTEGRAL/GPS web page (Figure 10). The catalog containing the main information on the
known hard X-ray sources observed in the galactic plane (Bird et al., 2016, ApJS, 223, 15) will be linked to HEMERA-2020
data centre. This catalog will be broadened with the newly discovered X-ray sources announced both by INTEGRAL and
other X-ray satellites. The GPS web page is keep updated regularly with the discoveries of new X-ray transient sources
and variability of known X-ray systems. The links to the more recent astronomical telegrams announcing the newly
discovered X-ray sources is provided. This database will be linked to HEMERA-2020 data centre.

Figure 10: Illustration of the INTEGRAL/GPS web page.
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Data sets from others experiments

In this section, some astrophysical experiments will be listed; data sets and metadata sheets will be also linked to the
HEMERA-2020 data centre:
-

SUNRISE experiment (https://www.mps.mpg.de/solar-physics/sunrise) is a balloon-borne solar observatory
dedicated to the investigation of the key processes governing the physics of the magnetic field and the
convective plasma flows in the lower solar atmosphere. These processes are crucial for our understanding of the
magnetic activity of the Sun and of the outward transport of energy to heat its outer atmosphere and to fuel the
eruptions and coronal mass ejections, i.e. phenomena that also affect the Earth system. The second flight of
SUNRISE has been launched in 2013 and a third is being prepared and will be launched by the year 2021.

-

PoGOLite (the light-weight Polarized Gamma-ray Observer) and POGO+ are Swedish experiments
(http://web.particle.kth.se/pogo/) designed to measure the polarization of soft gamma rays, which are expected
from rotation-powered pulsars, accreting black holes and neutron stars and jet-dominated active galaxies. It was
successfully flown by SSC in 2013 with a second flight conducted from Esrange in 2016.
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Conclusion

This data survey has permitted to identify a part of the data sets existing in European balloon borne data centres
whether atmospheric or astrophysical data from past and ongoing balloon data projects. Based on this study, it will be
possible to populate HEMERA-2020 databases (atmospheric and astrophysical) with very relevant data for the users’
community and to attract other end users.
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